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be strongly integrated with our
goals for economic develop
ment.

The Hudson Valley could be called the Saudi Arabia
of water. We are very rich in a resource that is scarce
and expensive in much of the rest of the world.

E
)1+5"<("0"<3,&%Russell UrbanMead
(above left), certified professional geolo
<3,&%/-+%ABBC%DEF9%2"5$,%/&%&'(%G'/H(-%
G":4/-3(,%2'(5(%'(%+(6(0"4,%2/&(5%,*4
plies and provides water resource plan
ning services to private clients, towns and
#"*-&3(,?%%)(%5(#(36(+%'3,%I/,&(5,%+(<5((%
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in
@5"19%'/,%,(56(+%"-%)1+(%E/5$=,%@"2-%
J"/5+%/-+%3,%#*55(-&01%/%)*+,"-%K36(5%
Watershed Alliance steering committee
member. Recent projects include public
water system wells, aquifer recharge rate
analysis, sustainable septic system density
evaluations, and analysis of regional aqui
7(5%,1,&(:,?%%I5?%L5;/-MI(/+%/0,"%7"#*,(,%
on sustainable design and energy conser
6/&3"-%45"N(#&,%/&%@'(%G'/H(-%G":4/-3(,?
@'5"*<'%/%4/5&-(5,'34%23&'%&'(%O(2%P"5$%
Q&/&(%C(4/5&:(-&%"7%B-635"-:(-&/0%G"-
,(56/&3"-=,%)*+,"-%K36(5%B,&*/51%E5"
gram and the Water Resources Institute
/&% G"5-(00% L-36(5,3&19% Scott Cuppett
(above right) implements a watershed
#"-,(56/&3"-% 45"<5/:% 3-% &'(% )*+,"-%
River Estuary watershed. Focusing on
communitybased watershed planning
and implementation, Scott provides as
sistance to municipalities, county agen
cies, watershed groups, advocacy groups
and academic partners to study and un
derstand local water resource issues and
develop strategies to protect and restore
&'",(%5(,"*5#(,?%%D%7"#*,%"7%Q#"&&=,%2"5$%
3,%(-</<3-<%0/-+%*,(%+(#3,3"-%:/$(5,%3-%
watershed issues through intermunicipal
#"00/;"5/&3"-,?%%Q#"&&=,%2"5$%3,%<*3+(+%;1%
&'(%)*+,"-%K36(5%B,&*/51%D#&3"-%D<(-+/9%
which provides measurable objectives
7"5%)*+,"-%K36(5%&53;*&/53(,%/-+%&'(35%
watersheds.
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VEN BETTER, UNLIKE OIL, OUR WATER
IS RENEWABLE; WITH RARE EXCEPTIONS,
PRECIPITATION PREDICTABLY REFRESHES
OUR AQUIFERS AND WATERSHED RESERVES
EACH YEAR.
Alternative energy sources are
being developed as we write.
Oil will someday be less impor
tant, but there is never going to
be an alternative to clean water.
It is inevitable that investors and
planners from across the nation
and even around the world will
!"#$%&"%&'(%)*+,"-%./00(1%23&'%
ideas for a wide range of water
intensive industrial, residential,
commercial and agricultural
uses. In tandem, our region’s
4"4*0/&3"-%2300%03$(01%#"-&3-*(%
to grow, resulting in land use
changes that will continue to
impact our water availability
and quality.
As this happens we should be
prepared. There are hardlearned
lessons from recent history.
We have locally overtapped
some of our aquifers, failed to
45"63+(%,*78#3(-&%3-75/,&5*#&*5(9%
and contaminated some of our
water to the point that human
and environmental health is
threatened. Part of the chal
lenge is that although water is

a regional resource, we govern
ourselves in hundreds of locali
&3(,%&'/&9%#"00(#&36(019%:/$(%&'(%
$(1%+(#3,3"-,%/;"*&%"*5%5(<3"-=,%
future. As we prepare for further
uses of our water for a sound
regional economy, we need to
remember that we have been
2"5$3-<%'/5+%&"%5(,&"5(%"*5%
,&5(/:,9%/>*37(5,%/-+%0/$(,9%/-+%
must continue to do so if we
are to protect the quality and
character of our water resource
for the environment, ourselves
and our posterity.
Our regional resources include
/-%(+*#/&(+%2"5$7"5#(9%/-+%
interconnected rail and road
&5/-,4"5&/&3"-%-(&2"5$,?%@"%
these we add water, which can,
and should, be utilized within its
renewable water cycle envelope
to support more industry, more
farming and more tourism. Yet,
notwithstanding our abun
dance of water and our past
best efforts, our water might be
squandered if conservation and
protection do not continue to

The urgent need for pioneering
regional water resource plan
-3-<%/-+%45"&(#&3"-%3-%&'(%)*+
,"-%./00(1%#/--"&%;(%"6(5,&/&(+?%
J(0"2%2(%,4(/$%"7%2/&(5,'(+%
planning initiatives that will
prompt a regional conversation
integrating best preservation
practices with water resource
uses that encourage economic
growth. We propose approaches
and strategies that capitalize on
our ecosystem’s ability to pro
vide clean and abundant water
through better land use deci
sions, rather than an alternative
philosophy that relies heavily
on new technological innova
tion to more effectively treat
;"&'%2/,&(2/&(5%/-+%+53-$3-<%
2/&(5?%@/$3-<%&'3,%(#",1,&(:%/4
proach is more sustainable, less
energy intensive, and ultimately
cheaper. We endorse protecting
"*5%,"*5#(,%"7%2/&(5%/,%&'(%85,&%
of multiple barriers to safeguard
water from contamination, as
opposed to only investing in
water treatment technology at
points of delivery or use.

The Source of Our
Water Riches
Two reasons for our wealth in
water are obvious. We have lots
of rain and snow. And we have
&'(%)*+,"-%K36(5?%D%&'35+9%0(,,%
immediately evident factor, is
that we could have even more
rainfall in the future.

1. Lots of Precipitation
I",&%)*+,"-%./00(1%#":
munities receive between 38
and 44 inches of precipitation
per year (Randall, 1996).
This stands in sharp contrast
to the less than 15 inches
received in many western

American states. This annual
precipitation replenishes the
)*+,"-%./00(1=,%/>*37(5,9%800,%
its streams and maintains its
0/$(,%/-+%4"-+,?

2. The Hudson River
@'(%)*+,"-%;53-<,%&"%&'(%
region fresh water gathered
from a 12,000 square mile
2/&(5,'(+%/;"6(%E"*<'$((4
,3(?%@'(%,/0&%75"-&%3-%&'(%)*+
son River Estuary typically
lies between West Point and
O(2;*5<'?%@'3,%:/$(,%&'(%
I3+M)*+,"-%./00(1%&'(%(77(#
tive outlet of the freshwater
)*+,"-%K36(5?%@'(%/6(5/<(%
freshwater discharge between
2002 and 2006 south of
E"*<'$((4,3(%2/,%/445"R3
mately 9.3 million gallons
per minute (Wall et al, 2008).
@'3,%3,%/-%(R&5/"5+3-/51%
volume of fresh water. For
4(5,4(#&36(9%E"*<'$((4,3(=,%
water plant withdrew about
10 million gallons per day,
amounting to just 0.07% of
the river’s average freshwater
"*&!"2%3-%STTU?%

3. More Precipitation
in the Future
I",&%#03:/&(%#'/-<(%:"+(0,%
,*<<(,&%&'(%)*+,"-%./0
ley lies in one of the few
4/5&,%"7%&'(%L-3&(+%Q&/&(,%
(R4(#&(+%&"%,((%3-#5(/,(,%"7%
precipitation in the future
VWEGG9%STTXY?%Q":(%:"+(0,%
suggest the additional rain
may simply wash off in big
storms or evaporate due to
higher temperatures or that
the additional precipitation
may come mostly in winter,
but so far the aboveaverage
regional precipitation we
have received since 2002
has provided us with above
average groundwater levels
VG'/H(-9%STZTY9%,*<<(,&3-<%

&'/&%/>*37(5,%/5(%;(-(8&3-<?%W&%
is worth noting that climate
change is an evolving sci
ence, and models can suggest
varying future scenarios.
Generally, we seem to be the
(R#(4&3"-%&"%2/&(5%,'"5&/<(,%
(R4(53(-#(+%;"&'%3-%&'(%L-3&(+%
States and abroad. Water levels
have been falling in the Great
A/$(,?%Q"*&'(5-%,&/&(,%#"4(%
23&'%(R&(-+(+%+5"*<'&,%/-+%
2/&(5%,'"5&/<(,?%I3+M2(,&(5-%
aquifers primarily recharged
thousands of years ago are
failing due to overpumping.
And our western states go from
"-(%2/&(5%,'"5&/<(%&"%&'(%-(R&?%
Water shortages globally are be
coming the subject of intensive
international negotiations and
,":(&3:(,%"4(-%#"-!3#&?%
We must assure that we use our
good fortune wisely, calling
upon the best available science
to help us act, invest and plan
intelligently. Local and regional
+(#3,3"-M:/$3-<%&'5"*<'"*&%&'(%
)*+,"-%./00(1%5(</5+3-<%2/&(5%
use, groundwater recharge,
water quality and land use must
proactively identify water al
location goals and provide for
watershed and water resource
protection. When requests for
access to our water resources
reach our doorstep, planning
+"#*:(-&,9%,#3(-&38#%+/&/%/-+%
infrastructure templates must
be in place, and institutional
arrangements should already be
2"5$(+%"*&?%
In the following pages, we will
demonstrate the necessity for a
number of important strategies
to safeguard and manage our
2/&(5%/,,(&,?%J53(!19%&'(,(%&"*#'%
on the following:
!%%%@/$(%/%'"03,&3#%2/&(5,'(+9%"5%
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subbasin, approach to water
management.
!!%%BR4/-+%40/--3-<%/445"/#'es
to balance the competing
*,(,%"7%2/&(5[%+53-$3-<9%
industrial purposes, recre
ation, tourism and ecosystem
needs.
!! Invest in appropriate water
supply and wastewater
treatment infrastructure and
“waterready” sites.
! Preserve and protect ground
2/&(5%5(#'/5<(%/5(/,9%!""+
plains, wetlands and forests.
! Develop infrastructure and
operational responses for
occasional droughts.
! Promote engineering,
construction and develop
ment practices that foster
groundwater recharge at the
site level.
!%%%I3-3:3H(%#*:*0/&36(%-(</
tive impacts from land use
change on water quality and
quantity.
! Establish enforceable pro
<5/:,%&"%/,,*5(%,*78#3(-&%
,&5(/:%!"2,%7"5%8,'%/-+%
wildlife.

Sustainable Water Use
Principles and the Need
for a Plan
There is a triple bottom line
+(8-3&3"-%7"5%,*,&/3-/;0(%2/&(5%
*,(?%@'(%L-3&(+%Q&/&(,%\("
logical Survey addresses it by
calling for the “development
and use of ground water in a
manner that can be maintained
7"5%/-%3-+(8-3&(%&3:(%23&'"*&%
causing unacceptable environ
mental, economic, or social
consequences” (Alley et al,
Z]]]Y?%@'(%OPQCBG%63(2,%
3&%,3:30/5019%+(8-3-<%3&,%<"/0%
regarding water as “embracing
the elements of sustainability
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 the simultaneous pursuit of
environmental quality, public
health, economic prosperity
and social wellbeing.”
L-7"5&*-/&(019%"*5%5(<3"-/0%
need for a sustainable water
resource strategy is informed
:"5(%;1%-(</&36(%(R4(53(-#(,%
than effective planning. We
have seen water shortages
#/*,(+%;1%(R#(,,36(%0"#/03H(+%
water withdrawals, polluted
groundwater and degraded
streams and rivers resulting
from the cumulative effect
of land use impacts. Water
is a regional resource, yet no
single agency or entity, local
or regional, has been account
able for sustaining our water
resources for the public, or for
the reliable support of eco
-":3#%/-+%(#",1,&(:%;(-(8&,%
dependent on water.
A concept, referred to as “wet
growth” also deserves men
tioning in this sustainability
discussion. Advocates for “wet
growth” planning argue that
land use, development and
growth management policies
should give heightened priority
to overall watershed health,
water quality, water avail
ability and water use (Arnold,

2005). Wet growth planners
are concerned that the separate
development of land use and
water use laws is resulting in
3-,*78#3(-&%/&&(-&3"-%&"%,*,&/3-
able water policy and practices.
This concept, not yet well
established among public
4"03#1%&'3-$(5,9%2"*0+%<36(%
water policy priority attention
3-%0/-+%*,(%+(#3,3"-%:/$3-<9%
including comprehensive plan
ning and zoning.

What We Are Doing Well
In many ways we have pre
pared well for the use and
allocation of water in the
)*+,"-%./00(1[
!

Federal and state laws and
5(<*0/&3"-,%'/6(%2"5$(+%
to reduce point sources of
water pollution such as dis
charges from industrial site
outfalls, sewage treatment
facilities and many large
scale stormwater outfalls. As
/%5(,*0&9%:*#'%"7%&'(%)*+,"-%
River is now swimmable,
and many of its streams and
536(5,%&"+/1%,*44"5&%+53-$3-<%
water uses and provide vital
8,'%4"4*0/&3"-,%&'/&%+536(%
millions of dollars in an
nual recreation and tourism
(R4(-+3&*5(,?

The authors of this paper offer the personal perspectives of a private sector
'1+5"<("0"<3#%#"-,*0&/-&%2"5$3-<%/&%@'(%G'/H(-%G":4/-3(,%2'"%'/,%,4(-&%
,3R&((-%1(/5,%+(6(0"43-<%2/&(5%,*4403(,%/-+%'(043-<%#"::*-3&3(,%+(6(0"4%
2/&(5%5(,"*5#(%40/--3-<%,&5/&(<3(,%VL5;/-MI(/+Y9%/-+%/%2/&(5,'(+%#""5
dinator who has spent a similar number of years administering watershed
planning and management services for the NYS Water Resources Institute at
G"5-(00%L-36(5,3&1%/,%4/5&%"7%/%#""4(5/&36(%45"N(#&%23&'%&'(%OPQ%C(4/5&:(-&%
"7%B-635":(-&/0%G"-,(56/&3"-%VOPQCBGY%)*+,"-%K36(5%B,&*/51%E5"<5/:%
VG*44(&&Y?%@'3,%5(63(2%+"(,%-"&%5(45(,(-&%&'(%4(5,4(#&36(,%"7%(3&'(5%"7%&'(35%
(:40"1(5,9%;*&%+"(,%"7%#"*5,(%5(!(#&%&'(35%#/5((5%(R4(53(-#(?%L5;/-MI(/+%
#/-%;(%5(/#'(+%/&%U^_?^U`?Z__Z%"5%5*:a#'/H(-#":4/-3(,?#":?%G*44(&%#/-%
be reached at 845.256.3029 or swcuppet@gw.dec.state.ny.us.

CBG%,&"5:2/&(5%:/-/<(
ment requirements, com
bined with education and
outreach, have reduced many
of the negative impacts to
water quality and water
quantity from uncontrolled
,&"5:2/&(5%!"23-<%"77%
of new developments and
urbanized areas.
! CBG%/>*37(5%4*:43-<%&(,&%
protocols for new public
water system wells ensure
,3<-38#/-&%5(63(2%"7%0"#/0%
/>*37(5%#/4/#3&1%/&%,4(#38#%
,3&(,?%K(>*35(+%!"2%&(,&,%
-(/501%/02/1,%<36(%,*78#3(-&%
data to assure that new com
munity wells will be produc
tive over the long term, and
that impacts upon nearby
45(M(R3,&3-<%2(00,9%2(&0/-+,%
and streams are correctly
assessed.
!%%%@'(%CBG=,%)*+,"-%K36(5%
Estuary Program and other
"5</-3H/&3"-,%'/6(%2"5$(+%
&"%/+6/-#(%,#3(-&38#%5(
search, and enhance natu
ral resource management
through outreach and educa
tion. The Estuary Program
7"#*,(,%"-%&'(%)*+,"-%K36(5%
and its tributaries between
&'(%@5"1%C/:%/-+%O(2%P"5$%
G3&1?%@'(%)*+,"-%K36(5%
National Estuarine Research
Reserve is one of a number
of valuable academic, re
search, and private or public
organizations that provide a
2(/0&'%"7%,3<-38#/-&%5(,(/5#'%
and natural management on
water resources.
! Lowimpact design (LID),
green site design (GSD),
better site design (BSD),
and green infrastructure
principles (GI) – e.g., porous
pavement, rain gardens,
bioretention areas and
bioswales – have been pro
!

moted for new development
/-+%/,%5(&5"8&%/445"/#'(,%
for older developments.
Data collected over time will
03$(01%#"-85:%&'(%(77(#&36(
ness of these techniques
&"2/5+,%45":"&3-<%;(-(8
cial recharge of stormwater,
45(,(56(+%,&5(/:%;/,(!"2%
volumes and critically neces
,/51%!""+%5(+*#&3"-?
! Some counties and mu
nicipalities in the region are
advancing and supporting
regionallybased water re
,"*5#(%40/-,?%b5/-<(%G"*-&1%
has watershed plans for the
I""+-/%/-+%c/00$300%2/&(5
sheds, a water master plan
and aquifer maps, and plans
to develop several regional
2(008(0+,%/-+%#"::*-3&1%
interconnections to support
several cooperating munici
4/03&3(,?%C*&#'(,,%G"*-&1%
has watershed management
plans for the Wappinger,
d3,'$300%/-+%d/00%e300%G5(($,?%
The county maintains a
regional aquifer monitor
3-<%-(&2"5$%/-+%'/,%7*-+(+%
5(,(/5#'%&"%+(8-(%/>*37(5%
recharge rates and sustain
able septic system densities.
C*&#'(,,%G"*-&1%'/,%/0,"%
developed a model
aquifer protection ordinance
available for municipal ado
ption and has acquired for
:(5%LQ\Q%,&5(/:%</<(,%&"%
(R4/-+%3&,%"2-%:"-3&"53-<%
-(&2"5$?%W-%L0,&(5%G"*-&19%/
!""+40/3-%#"553+"5%40/-%3,
being developed for the
Lower Esopus and early ef
forts to develop a watershed
40/-%7"5%&'(%K"-+"*&%G5(($%
are underway.
!%%%@/$3-<%/+6/-&/<(%"7%"*5%2/
&(5%53#'-(,,9%C*&#'(,,%G"*-
ty has already developed sig
-38#/-&%2/&(5%&5(/&:(-&%/-+%
distribution infrastructure to

;53-<%)*+,"-%K36(5%2/&(5%&"%
some of its population and
3-+*,&51%#(-&(5,?%I",&%"7%&'3,%
water is also appropriately
5(&*5-(+%&"%&'(%)*+,"-%K36(5%
as treated wastewater, within
a few miles downstream of
2'(5(%3&%3,%(R&5/#&(+?%
Active watershed organiza
&3"-,%&'5"*<'"*&%&'(%)*+,"-%
./00(1%45"63+(%/%5/-<(%"7%
citizen monitoring, advocacy
and stream conservation
/#&363&3(,%"-%)*+,"-%K36(5%
tributaries. Some receive
limited funding for special
projects; most rely on citizen
volunteers and some mu
-3#34/0%3-6"06(:(-&?%I/-1%
have compiled valuable data
+(,#53;3-<%,&5(/:%!"2,%
and watershed resources,
advocating for such issues as
water quality protection and
!""+%#"-&5"0%45/#&3#(,?
!%%%@'(%)*+,"-%K36(5%c/&(5
shed Alliance and a host
of regional environmental
advocacy organizations,
3-#0*+3-<%G0(/52/&(59%K36(5
$((4(59%Q#(-3#%)*+,"-%/-+%
others gather data, provide
training, events and materi
als, and advocate for, and
$((4%4*;03#%/&&(-&3"-%7"#*,(+%
on, water quality, quality
of life, and environmental
considerations.
!%%%@"%45"&(#&%+53-$3-<%2/&(5%
>*/03&1%7"5%O(2%P"5$%G3&1%
/-+%:/-1%0"2(5%)*+,"-%
./00(1%#"::*-3&3(,9%&'(%
O(2%P"5$%G3&1%C(4/5&:(-&%
of Environmental Protection
/-+%CBG%'/6(%/+6/-#(+%
important green infrastruc
ture principles of water
protection by capitalizing on
ecosystem services provided
by vast forested areas as a
costeffective, sustainable
/0&(5-/&36(%&"%(R4(-,36(%2/
!
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ter treatment at the point of
delivery. The city has sought
to proceed with a degree of
sensitivity to local economic
and social needs of the
upstate communities that are
hosts for its water resource.
There is still a need, howev
er, for continuous assessment
of the environmental and
social impacts related to the
city’s interwatershed/basin
transfers.

greater necessary road density
VG'/H(-9%STZTY?%@'(,(%,"+3*:%
chloride data suggest that,
especially in densely settled
neighborhoods, road runoff
should not be recharged into the
ground unless salt use is cur
tailed or effective pretreatment
measures can be developed.

Replace and Expand
Failing Water and
Wastewater Infrastructure

What We Could Do Better
Notwithstanding our achieve
ments, there remain areas in
2'3#'%(R3,&3-<%45"<5/:,%+"%
-"&%,*78#3(-&01%45(4/5(%*,%&"%
meet foreseeable demands and
#'/00(-<(,?%I"5("6(59%&'(5(%3,%
little doubt that unanticipated
challenges will emerge in the
coming decades that will re
quire adaptation and reconsid
eration of priorities. Below are
some particular areas in need of
improvement.

Reduce Sources of
NonPoint Pollution
BR3,&3-<%7(+(5/0%/-+%,&/&(%
regulations are not yet fully
effective at controlling dif
fuse and scattered pollution
sources (nonpoint pollution).
Nonpoint threats in our region
include salt from road deicing
activities, a wide range of pol
lutants carried to our waters
from impervious surfaces,
sediments from disturbed
0/-+,#/4(,%/-+%!""+M+/:/<(+%
,&5(/:;/-$,9%/%23+(%5/-<(%"7%
personal care chemicals (e.g.,
pharmaceutical residues in
wastewater) and nutrients from
septic systems, and herbicide/
fertilizer residues. Address
ing each individual source is
+378#*0&%/-+%(R4(-,36(9%1(&%
collectively these nonpoint
source pollutants are now being
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D-%(R/:40(%"7%-"-4"3-&%,"*5#(%4"00*&3"-%f%,&"5:2/&(5%5*--3-<%"77%/%5"/+%3-&"%/%-(/5;1%536(59%#/5513-<%23&'%3&%
4"00*&/-&,%/-+%'3<'(5%2/&(5%6"0*:(,%/-+%6(0"#3&3(,?%E'"&"%#5(+3&[%Q#"&&%G*44(&&

recognized to seriously taint
our ground and surface water
supplies.
D%STTS%CBG%5(4"5&%3-#0*+3-<%
#"-,3+(5/&3"-%"7%/445"R3:/&(01%
thirty years of macro inverte
brate assessment data from 300
,&5(/:%,&/&3"-,%3-%&'(%)*+,"-%
B,&*/51%2/&(5,'(+%3+(-&38(+%
impacts in roughly two thirds
of stream segments, often from
nonpoint pollution. Nearly half
the sites were slightly impacted,
15% were moderately impacted
and 2% were severely impact
ed. Similar results were noted

Source: NYS Department of Environmental
G"-,(56/&3"-9%@'35&1%P(/5%@5(-+,%3-%c/&(5%g*/0
3&1%"7%K36(5,%/-+%Q&5(/:,%3-%O(2%P"5$%Q&/&(?

during recent intensive bio
:"-3&"53-<%3-%b5/-<(%G"*-&1%
,&5(/:,?%@'(,(%$3-+,%"7%3:4/#&,%
degrade aquatic habitat and
have negative consequences for
,&5(/:%037(%/-+%+53-$3-<%2/&(5?%
Where the point sources origi
nate over aquifers, the impacts
detected in streams often pass
through our aquifers before
they reach the streams. Domes
tic wells sampled in Dutchess
G"*-&1%-(3<';"5'""+,%'/6(%
more frequently detected ni
trates where septic systems are
#0",(5%&"<(&'(5%VG'/H(-9%STZT%
/-+%STT`Y?%BR4(53(-#(%,*<
gests that pharmaceutical and
personal care chemical con
centrations from wastewater
/5(%/0,"%03$(01%&"%/0,"%;(%:",&%
concentrated in groundwater
where septic systems are closer
together.
C*&#'(,,%G"*-&1=,%,/:403-<%
data also shows that dissolved
salt concentrations rise under
denser neighborhoods, presum
ably because of winter de
icing activities associated with

I/-1%"7%&'(%)*+,"-%./00(1=,%
water and wastewater systems
are old, past their prime or do
not adequately service new or
(R4/-+3-<%4"4*0/&3"-%#(-&(5,?%
Some sewage systems combine
wastewater and stormwater
collection in ways that over
whelm treatment plant capacity
+*53-<%!""+%4(53"+,?%K(40/#
3-<9%*4<5/+3-<%/-+%(R4/-+3-<%
aging water supply/distribution
and wastewater infrastructure
is essential for both regional
economic development and
preserving the health of our
communities and water bodies.
L4+/&3-<%O(2%P"5$%Q&/&(=,%
municipal wastewater infra
,&5*#&*5(%"6(5%&'(%-(R&%&2(-&1%
years was conservatively
estimated in 2008 to cost $36.2
;3003"-?%B6(-%23&'"*&%/%8,#/0%
crisis, the challenge is daunt
ing. Yet the resources must be
found if the region is to both
prosper and preserve its quality
of life.

ume. The cumulative effect of
this omission was the possible
(R/#(5;/&3"-%"7%+"2-,&5(/:%
!""+3-<%/-+%03&&0(%(:4'/,3,%"-%
preserving local groundwater
recharge. Regulations were
revised last year to address this
concern, including promoting
/%23+(%5/-<(%"7%3-80&5/&3"-%
infrastructure options for use
on future development sites.
In conjunction with the state
#'/-<(9%&'(%)*+,"-%./00(1%
&"2-%"7%E0(/,/-&%./00(1%
recently adopted zoning mea
sures to reduce offsite storm
runoff, requiring that there be
no change in runoff volumes
on most new development sites
(R#(4&%3-%&'(%#/,(%"7%,&"5:,%
<5(/&(5%&'/-%&'(%ZTM1(/5%4(/$%
,&"5:%VE0(/,/-&%./00(1%h"-3-<%
G"+(9%i]UM_jY?%d(2%"&'(5%)*+
,"-%./00(1%#"::*-3&3(,%'/6(%
&/$(-%,*#'%45"/#&36(%:(/,*5(,%
&"%03:3&%!""+3-<%/-+%45(,(56(%
onsite recharge; they should.

Q(2(5%:/-'"0(%"6(5!"23-<%3-%O(2%E/0&H9%OP%
due to aging infrastructure that combines both
stormwater and sanitary sewer. Photo credit:
Q#"&&%G*44(&&

Increased coverage of land
with impervious surfaces
without provision for offsets
reduces groundwater recharge
and therefore threatens the reli
ability of domestic and public
wells. Especially if climate
change brings us more storms
and intervening dry periods.
Lost recharge also reduces

Reduce Use of Impervious
Surfaces and Further
Strengthen Stormwater
Measures to Promote
Groundwater Recharge
L-&30%5(#(-&019%O(2%P"5$%
State’s stormwater program has
focused primarily on manag
3-<%>*/03&1%/-+%4(/$%!"2,9%
with less emphasis on limiting
increased overall runoff vol

!"#"$%&'$"&%()*#+,)-'."(/""#')0-"$1)*2+'+2$3%4"'%$"%5'+2$3%4"'$2#*335')#6&($%()*#'%#7'"1%-*($%#+-)$%()*#
!"#$%&'()*++,-
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<5"*-+2/&(5%!"2,%#53&3#/0%&"%
the preservation of streams,
wetlands and ecosystem pro
cesses. A water resource study
#"-+*#&(+%;1%E0(/,/-&%./00(1%
as part of its master planning
45"#(,,%-"&(+%*-(R40/3-(+%!"2%
reductions in the Wappinger
G5(($%/,%3&%4/,,(,%&'5"*<'%&'(%
&"2-%VG'/H(-9%STTXY?%Q&5(/:%
</*<3-<%/0"-<%&'(%Q45"*&%G5(($%
3-%,"*&'(5-%C*&#'(,,%G"*-&1%
'/,%/0,"%3+(-&38(+%(63+(-#(%
"7%,&5(/:%!"2%6"0*:(%5(+*#
&3"-,%"6(5%&3:(%VG'/H(-9%STT_Y?%
O(2%P"5$%Q&/&(%#"-&3-*(,%&"%
+(6(0"4%:"5(%,4(#38#%&(#'-3#/0%
guidance regarding instream
!"2%45"&(#&3"-%2'3#'%2300%'(04%
'3<'03<'&%&'(%,3<-38#/-#(%
of such changes, but the issue
of stream depletion should
be a critical part of water
resource allocation manage
ment planning.
In general, the higher the
percent of impervious cover
and the less forest cover in a
watershed, the more degraded
a stream will become, par
ticularly when impervious
surfaces directly shunt runoff
&"%,*57/#(%2/&(5,?%I",&%,&5(/:,%

remain vital and healthy when
their watersheds are less than
810% covered with impervi
ous surfaces (for reference,
10% impervious cover can be
typical for a two acre residen
tial lot). Increasing impacts to
stream temperatures, streambed
erosion, and water quality arise
as impervious surfaces rise to
25%, a level typically reached
when housing density reaches
quarter acre lots. Summertime
;/,(!"2%5(03/;303&1%;(<3-,%
&"%23&'(5%,3<-38#/-&01%"-#(%
3:4(563"*,%,*57/#(,%03-$(+%
to storm water infrastructure
(R#((+,%jTk%"7%/%2/&(5,'(+?%
Above these thresholds,
streams tend to become eco
logically dysfunctional, and
restoration becomes costly and
questionable.

Require Well Testing
and Develop Water
Budgeting Protocols
Applications for new wells
typically are not required to
show how proposed withdraw
als affect the carrying capacity
of a local watershed. The result
'/,%;((-%43(#(:(/0%2/&(5%&/$
ings over time, and possibly the

Q"*5#([%Q&"5:2/&(5%I/-/<(5=,%K(,"*5#(%G(-&(5?%K(0/&3"-,'34%;(&2((-%3:4(563"*,%#"6(5%/-+%,&5(/:%>*/03&1?%
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$3-+%"7%,&5(/:%5(+*#&3"-,%+(
scribed above in the Wappinger
G5(($%/-+%&'(%Q45"*&%G5(($?
G*55(-&%2/&(5%#"-,*:4&3"-%
/#5",,%&'(%)*+,"-%./00(1%
region falls far below aqui
fer recharge rates. But new
withdrawals, particularly if not
offset by appropriatelytreated
wastewater returns or enhanced
recharge efforts, may eventu
ally contribute to chronic local
stream damage and eventually
impose negative impact on
water supplies. To both ensure
potable water supply reliabil
ity and accurately detect local
ecosystem impacts during
permitting, communities should
ensure that pumping tests are
conducted at elevated rates.
If tests are conducted during
wet seasons, potential impacts
of pumping tests should be
measured in adjacent streams
and wetlands, and water budget
assessments should be com
40(&(+%&'/&%&/$(%3-&"%/##"*-&%
(-635"-:(-&/0%!"2%-((+,%"7%
adjoining individual streams
and drought conditions. The
-(2%H"-3-<%3-%E0(/,/-&%./00(1%
includes some of these mea
sures. An early collaborative
attempt at minimum stream
!"2%45(,(56/&3"-%2/,%:/+(%
;1%,3R%:*-3#34/03&3(,%3-%(/,&(5-%
C*&#'(,,%G"*-&19%*,3-<%,&5(/:%
gauging to determine each
municipality’s groundwater
#"-&53;*&3"-%&"%&'(%@(-%I30(%
River and accordingly assign
ing groundwater use allocations
available to each municipality
to avoid dewatering this river
VG'/H(-9%Z]]]Y?
The transfer of water from one
basin to another needs addition
al attention. Interbasin transfers
can occur at many scales. The

O(2%P"5$%G3&1%+53-$3-<%2/&(5%
,*4401%,1,&(:9%7"5%(R/:40(9%
transfers over one billion
gallons a day to and from
2/&(5,'(+,%23&'3-%&'(%)*+,"-%
./00(1%V(?<?9%K"-+"*&9%G5"&"-%
and Esopus systems) and the
neighboring Delaware basin.
Water in “losing” streams or
rivers can suffer ecological and
(#"-":3#%+/:/<(%75":%0/#$%"7%
+"2-,&5(/:%75(,'2/&(5%!"2,9%
with especially acute impacts
during dry times of year. The
impacts of water transfers on
both donor and receiving water
bodies must be better integrated
into environmental reviews.

Develop More Effective
Means to Conserve
Wetlands, Floodplains
and Streamside Areas
B-#5"/#'3-<%*4"-9%8003-<9%
(R#/6/&3-<%/-+%#0(/53-<%!""+
plains, wetlands and stream
side areas can have profound
impacts on water quality and
quantity. In certain areas of the
)*+,"-%./00(19%#"::*-3&3(,%
/-+%+(6(0"4(5,%8-+%&'(,(%,(-,3
tive areas among some of the
last vacant and undeveloped
areas. Structures located in or
near these areas are at a higher
53,$%"7%;(3-<%3-%'/5:=,%2/1%
+*53-<%!""+3-<?%d0""+40/3-,9%
wetlands and streamside spots
serve as vital green infrastruc
&*5(%&'/&%#0(/-,(,%/-+%4*538(,%
water, and acts to hold water
&'/&%,4300,%"6(5%,&5(/:%;/-$,9%
,0"201%5(0(/,3-<%!""+2/&(5,%&"%
5(+*#(%+"2-,&5(/:%!""+3-<?%
c(%,'"*0+%8-+%"44"5&*-3&3(,%
and promote, via comprehen
sive plans and zoning, develop
:(-&%&"2/5+,%3-800%/-+%<5(/&(5%
density in already developed
parcels before considering
developing these areas.

Enforce and Support
Existing Regulatory and
Planning Programs
Enforcement of regulations
remains necessary to preserve
water quality and capacity in
&'(%)*+,"-%./00(1?%@'(%3:45(,
,36(%5(,*0&,%"7%&'(%G0(/-%c/&(5%
D#&%/-+%&'(%Q/7(%C53-$3-<%
Water Act will be compromised
if we do not continue to focus
adequate resources on control
ling potential pollution point
sources. Similarly, planning
and education programs, such
/,%&'",(%45"63+(+%;1%&'(%)*+
son River Estuary Program, the
)*+,"-%K36(5%c/&(5,'(+%D003
/-#(9%&'(%Q"30%l%c/&(5%G"-
servation Service, and a host
"7%"&'(5%-"-M45"8&%/-+%#"*-&1%
efforts must remain active and
properly funded.

Strengthen Watershed
Organizations
@'5"*<'"*&%&'(%)*+,"-%./00(19%
-"&M7"5M45"8&%<5"*4,%3-&(5(,&(+%
in watershedbased approaches
have arisen to promote
communitybased solutions.

Intermunicipal agreements are
being developed to coordinate
the implementation of water
shed protection and restoration
strategies, such as improved
codes to reduce stormwater
creation. The joint efforts of
citizen groups and participating
municipalities have improved
public access, planted trees,
offered effective public educa
tion and advanced watersen
sitive land use policies. These
<5"*4,%+"%6/0*/;0(%2"5$9%
especially in affecting how
4("40(%&'3-$%/;"*&%"*5%5(<3"-=,%
water resource.
But watershed organizations
often operate on a volunteer
basis without sustained fund
ing. Too often they compete
with each other for limited
/6/30/;0(%5(,"*5#(,?%I"5("6(59%
their advocacy is hampered
by the absence of enforceable
!"2%"5%2/&(5%>*/03&1%,&/-+/5+,%
for individual watersheds. To
remain effective, these groups
:*,&%&/$(%/%&"*<'(5%:3-+(+%
approach to their organizational

A"2(5%B,"4*,%G5(($%/&%&'(%@"-<"5(%J53+<(%#5",,3-<%G"*-&1%K"*&(%_9%5(,*0&3-<%75":%*4,&5(/:%OPGCBE%+36(5
,3"-9%+*53-<%,*::(5%0"2%!"2%#"-+3&3"-,?%E'"&"%#5(+3&[%Q#"&&%G*44(&&
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“Water-capacity infrastructure should direct desired economic
activity to locations where water is most readily available.”
viability and relationships with
(/#'%"&'(59%/-+%8-+%2/1,%&"%
assure a sustainable future,
individually and collectively.

be collected from optimal with
drawal locations often separate
and distant from the locations
of proposed use.

Recommendations:
the Hudson River, Its
Tributaries and Aquifers

Resolving the availability of
sustainable water supplies to
population and commercial/in
dustrial centers throughout the
)*+,"-%./00(1%23&'"*&%#/*,3-<%
local environmental damage re
quires planning and investment.
It is time to consider the pros
and cons of instituting an insti
tutional mechanism to advance
watershedbased water systems
development and management
before further pressure mounts
for major water withdrawals
75":%)*+,"-%./00(1%/>*37(5,%"5%
75":%&'(%)*+,"-%K36(5%3&,(07?%
This could begin with contin
ued planning at county levels,
and then perhaps advance over
time to intercounty planning
and suitable watershed scale
coordination. Planning must
include avoidance of localized
water over use which adversely
affects local ecosystem func
tions. There appears to be
growing statewide and regional
pressure and interest in imple
:(-&3-<%5(<3"-/0%75/:(2"5$,%
to address these types of issues
(Negro and Porter, 2009).

The public is often under
standably left puzzled by the
discussion of community water
3,,*(,?%b-(%2(($%&'(%45(,,%
features stories about too much
2/&(5[%!""+3-<?%@'(%-(R&%2(($9%
we read of community leader
#":40/3-&,%/;"*&%3-,*78#3(-&%
water supplies to support
growth and development. As
we have shown here, there is
more than enough groundwater
and surface water in the mid
)*+,"-%5(<3"-%7"5%#*55(-&%*,(,9%
and more still available from
5/3-9%&'(%)*+,"-%K36(5%/-+%
anticipated climate change ben
(8&,?%J*&%&""%:/-1%2(00,%'/6(%
sometimes been installed in
concentrated areas or contami
nation in one area causes fears
of widespread contamination.
The resulting messages are
confusing for both the public
/-+%4*;03#%"78#3/0,?
It is important to distinguish
among three simultaneous
challenges: water availability,
water distribution and natural
resource conservation. The true
+378#*0&1%7"5%:/-1%:*-3#3
palities is seldom the overall
supply, but how to collect
water responsibly and how to
distribute it costeffectively to
the places where it is needed.
Water is abundantly available
on a regional scale, but it must
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Below are some elements that
could be included in enhanced
intermunicipal and regional
water source development,
watershed planning and man
agement. Some of these ele
ments are partially being imple
mented now on a local scale,
but they could be bolstered and
more widespread.

Identify “WaterReady”
Sites and Create a Recogni
tion Program that Rewards
Conservation Site Plans and
Development
@/$3-<%/##"*-&%"7%,*;M5(<3"-/0%
carrying capacities and envi
5"-:(-&/0%!"2%/-+%>*/03&1%5(
quirements, environmental and
economic development leaders
should collaborate in designat
ing “waterready” development
sites. Governments should sup
port these with necessary in
frastructure investments. Some
location considerations would
3-#0*+(%45"R3:3&1%&"%#"--(#
&3"-,%23&'%'(/61%5/309%)*+,"-%
K36(5%+"#$,9%3-&(5,&/&(%'3<'2/1%
03-$,9%/-+%*5;/-%5(+(6(0"4:(-&%
opportunities and smart growth
principles. Development should
proceed in a manner that sup
ports conservation and water
protection goals. Financing
for such sites might be found
&'5"*<'%'",&M;(-(8&%3-6(,&
ments made by consortiums
or by individual new business
6(-&*5(,?%@'(%\5((-(%G"*-&1%
Industrial Development Agen
#1%45"63+(,%"-(%<""+%(R/:40(%
of economic development and
natural resource conservation
being pursued collaboratively.
That agency builds into their
shovelready sites a predeter
mined plan that protects sensi
tive areas, while also allocating
a percentage of funds generated
through economic development
&"%;*1%0"#/001%,3<-38#/-&%,(-,3
tive land and fund conservation
programs. A reward or recogni
tion program should be created
among developers, government
/-+%#"-,(56/&3"-%-"-M45"8&,9%

“We can only consider water to be a reusable resource if we
return it to our watersheds in a reusable condition.”
such as watershed groups, to
encourage thoughtfully planned
and constructed development
in “waterready” areas. In
(R#'/-<(9%#"-,(56/&3"-%<5"*4,%
could identify the sites, and
local governments could
streamline permitting processes.

Water and Wastewater
Capacity and Distribution
System Planning
Watercapacity infrastructure
should direct desired economic
activity to locations where
water is most readily available.
Privatepublic partnerships are
increasingly common tools to
support such efforts. Regional
water master plans and local
zoning can be used to coor
dinate primary growth nodes
with available water distribu
tion points, while also protect
ing natural resources and base
,&5(/:%!"2,?%G"::*-3&1%
water system distribution and
interconnection systems, such
as those envisioned in Orange
G"*-&1%/-+%&'",(%;(3-<%3:40(
:(-&(+%/-+%(R4/-+(+%;1%&'(%
C*&#'(,,%G"*-&1%c/&(5%/-+%
Wastewater Authority, can help
ensure reliable water supplies
for densely settled community
centers from highly reliable
water source areas.
We note that critical attention
must be given in coming years
&"%&'(%45(,(-&%03:3&,%"7%(R3,&3-<%
wastewater treatment methods.
If we are to withdraw more
water from our watersheds for
domestic and manufacturing
purposes, and commensurately
return greater volumes of treat

ed wastewater to our streams
/-+%&'(%)*+,"-%K36(59%2(%
:*,&%(R/:3-(%&'(%#*:*0/&36(%
impacts of wastewater returns.
A particular concern is the
wide range of pharmaceuticals
and chemicals in personal care
products that are currently in
adequately treated by standard
wastewater treatment measures.
We can only consider water to
be a reusable resource if we
return it to our watersheds in a
reusable condition. Establish
3-<%5(M*,(%;(-#':/5$,%2300%
*0&3:/&(01%+(8-(%&'(%+(<5((%&"%
which we can optimize water
*,(%3-%&'(%)*+,"-%./00(1?

!

!

!

!

Watershed Scale Manage
ment and Research
Watershed management must
simultaneously occur at the
scale of each watershed’s
tributary streams and on the
,#/0(%"7%&'(%)*+,"-%K36(5%
itself. Individual watershed
plans must move beyond com
pendiums of land use, habitat,
natural resource, and stream
and pollution data followed
by generic recommendations.
These plans must also include
clear guidelines and imple
mentation priorities and must
specify who is responsible for
implementation. It is time for
plans developed for individual
watersheds to prioritize and
clearly identify necessary
corrections and development
objectives. Advances in water
shed management plans should:
! W-#0*+(%!"2%+/&/%&'/&%
45(#3,(01%3+(-&38(,%0",3-<%"5%
gaining stream segments,

!

!

Identify stream tendencies
&"%!""+3-<%"5%(R&5(:(%0",,%
"7%!"2%+*53-<%+51%4(53"+,%
3-%2/1,%&'/&%<*3+(%,4(#38#%
steps toward mitigation,
Include groundwater quality
+/&/%&'/&%3+(-&38(,%,4(#38#%
pollution sources,
Describe targeted planning
or investment steps to, for
(R/:40(9%45"63+(%,'/+3-<%
7"5%,4(#38#/001%6*0-(5/;0(%
stream reaches,
W+(-&371%,4(#38#%0",3-<%
stream segments and nearby
2/&(5,'(+%,3&(,%,4(#38#/001
needing groundwater rec
harge BSD/LID investments
as mitigation for develop
ment or climate change,
L,(%2/&(5%>*/03&1%3-7"5:/
tion to provide precise land
use planning recommenda
tions, and
L4<5/+(%&/5<(&(+%2/,&(2/&(5%
plants or areas with densely
scattered septic systems to
improve stream quality.

When preparing watershed
plans, we should be investing
more in research and monitor
ing, applying the best avail
/;0(%,#3(-#(%&"%:/$(%+(#3,3"-,%
and gauge our progress. Both
public and private efforts are
needed to generate the neces
sary data. Only when hard data
provide the basis for action can
watershed improvement and in
frastructure investments be suc
cessfully promoted, funded and
implemented. Researching and
gathering such information may
cost more than current water
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shed planning initiatives. But as
we enter an era of increasingly
scarce investment funds, we
:*,&%+(7(-,3;01%+(8-(%&/5<(&(+%
infrastructure and conservation
planning goals if we are to see
necessary projects funded and
if we are to get the most out of
the limited dollars available.

able to limit water consumption
2300%;"&'%(R4(53(-#(%&'(%7(2(,&%
inconveniences and will impose
the lowest consumption impact
on their watershed ecosystems.

Water Conservation and
Local Wastewater Returns

As earlier noted, we need more
5(,(/5#'%3-%&'(%)*+,"-%./00(1%
&"%#"-85:%37%0"2M3:4/#&%+(,3<-%
(LID), better site design (BSD)
and stormwater green infra
,&5*#&*5(%V\WY%45/#&3#(,%2"5$%
as hoped to mitigate the effects
of groundwater withdrawals
and the spread of impervious
,*57/#(,?%L,(,%"7%5/3-%</5+(-,9%
;3",2/0(,9%4/5$3-<%:(+3/-%
3-80&5/&"5,%/-+%"&'(5%:(/,*5(,%
:/1%:/$(%3&%4",,3;0(%&"%,*44"5&%
development, while maintain
ing water budgets and assuring
aquifer recharge. Investments
3-%5(&5"8&%AWC%3-80&5/&3"-%
methods may be particularly
;(-(8#3/0%&""0,%7"5%5(&*5-
3-<%>*/03&1%;/,(!"2%;/#$%&"%
urban streams. Roadway runoff
should not be recharged to
aquifers unless provided with
careful and full pretreatment.

Increased groundwater vol
umes may be withdrawn from
most aquifers throughout the
)*+,"-%./00(1?%I/-1%,/-+%/-+%
gravel aquifers are not fully
(R40"5(+%/-+%/%23+(%+3,&53;*
&3"-%"7%;(+5"#$%2(00,%:/1%,&300%
be drilled. But the valley’s
aquifers are not as deep and
porous as those in some other
4/5&,%"7%&'(%L-3&(+%Q&/&(,9%,"%
as a general rule withdrawals
should be balanced by nearby
returns of appropriately treated
wastewater. It is also generally
best to limit water transfers be
&2((-%3-+363+*/0%)*+,"-%K36(5%
&53;*&/51%2/&(5,'(+,%*-0(,,%!"2
and aquatic service require
ments of the donor stream are
2(00%$-"2-?%W:4"5&/-&%2/1,%&"%
improve well pumping tests in
/>*37(5,%&"%/,,(,,%,&5(/:%!"2%
impacts are addressed else
where in this paper.
While withdrawals are in
creased, water conservation
measures and sustainable water
footprint evaluations must be
completed to help minimize
water consumption impacts. We
:*,&%;(%:3-+7*0%&'/&%(R#(,,36(%
#"-,*:4&3"-9%2/&(5%(R4"5&,%
(e.g., bottling), or water trans
fers can unduly diminish stream
and aquifer capacity during
dry seasons, resulting in lost
ecosystem and economic water
capacity. When occasional
droughts occur, communities
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Low Impact Development
(LID), Better Site Design
(BSD), and Green
Infrastructure (GI)

Septic systems remain a practi
cal and lowmaintenance alter
native suited to longterm use
3-%&'(%)*+,"-%./00(1?%)"2(6(59%
2(%-((+%:"5(%23+(,45(/+%2"5$%
to identify regional recharge
rates, correlate aquifer condi
tions to seasonal water quality
&'5(/&,%/-+%#"-85:%&'(%0/-+=,%
carrying capacity for septic sys
tems. Where testing shows that
nitrate concentrations are rising
in neighborhoods dense with
septic systems, more detailed
sampling is warranted. Particu
lar attention should be given
to determining if pharmaceuti
cal residues or other personal

care chemicals are present in
domestic well water.

Local Government Action
and Restructuring
I*-3#34/03&3(,%#/-%/0,"%
proactively adopt zoning and
planning strategies to protect
2/&(59%7"5%(R/:40(9%0/2%/-+%
code changes that focus on
aquifers, wetland and water
#"*5,(,9%!""+40/3-,9%'/;3&/&,%
/-+%,&"5:2/&(5?%h"-3-<%;/,(+%
on watershed boundaries and
the protection of critical areas
is an ambitious approach that is
undervalued and underutilized.
We must begin to protect these
and other important natural and
environmental features cohe
sively within the development
process if we are to conserve
water as a regional asset.
Regionally, at the watershed
level, counties, cities, towns
and villages must create formal
/55/-<(:(-&,%&"%2"5$%&"<(&'(5%
"-%2/&(5%3,,*(,?%@'(%L0,&(5%
G"*-&1%E0/--3-<%C(4/5&:(-&%
has a guide for municipali
&3(,%,(($3-<%&"%253&(%&'(35%"2-%
wetlands law. A model aqui
fer management ordinance,
45(4/5(+%;1%C*&#'(,,%G"*-&19%
is available on its website
for any municipality to adapt
and adopt. Response plans
and source interconnections
are needed in many counties
to manage through periodic
summer droughts. The use of
uniformlyapplied local laws
/-+%4"03#3(,%3,%;(-(8#3/0%&"%
both municipalities and inves
&"5,%/03$(9%/,%3&%5(+*#(,%&'(%
#":40(R3&1%#/*,(+%2'(-%(/#'%
municipality has different laws.
Institutionalizing watershed
cooperation allows municipali
ties to share resources, address
common problems and react to
unanticipated issues.

“Reapportionment and redistricting at the state and national levels
will soon occur. We recommend aligning state and federal legislative
districts as closely as is possible with watershed boundaries.”

B,"4*,%G5(($%534/53/-%V,&5(/:,3+(Y%/5(/%/-+%!""+40/3-?%%@'(%53<'&%,3+(%"7%&'(%536(5%3,%7"5(,&(+%/-+%45"&(#&(+9%
2'30(%&'(%0(7&%,3+(%3,%+3,&*5;(+%/-+%#"*0+%*,(%,":(%5(,&"5/&3"-?%%E'"&"%#5(+3&[%G/-+/#(%J/0:(5

Reapportionment and redis
tricting at the state and na
tional levels will soon occur.
We recommend aligning state
and federal legislative dis
tricts as closely as is possible
with watershed boundaries.
This would naturally result in
(0(#&(+%"78#3/0,%5(,4"-+3-<%&"%
constituencies with regionally
aligned needs and priorities to
address water policy. Transpor
tation, economic development,
cultural, and environmental
issue policy matters often
also coincide with watershed
boundaries, so this recommen
dation is not as parochial as it
might initial appear.

Rural Development Density
Rural parcels that will rely on
wells and septic systems must
be on large enough lots to

avoid negative impacts from
septic system discharges into
groundwater. Yet the negative
social consequences of large
parcel development (e.g.,
sprawl) also need to be avoided.
This suggests the desirability
of both an overall commitment
to sustainable rural density and
the use of cluster subdivisions
when traditional septic systems
and domestic wells are used in
rural areas.

Using Water from
the Hudson
C*&#'(,,%G"*-&1=,%)*+,"-%
K36(5%2/&(5%,"*5#(%3-%)1+(%
E/5$%3,%;(3-<%(R&(-+(+%/0:",&%
yearly to serve additional
communities. Recently too,
/%0(-<&'1%434(03-(%(R&(-
sion crossing half a county
was constructed to connect

E"*<'$((4,3(=,%3-&/$(%&"%B/,&%
d3,'$300=,%3-+*,&53/0%#":40(R9%
3-#0*+3-<%WJI?%C"2-,&5(/:9%
a principle water supplier in
K"#$0/-+%G"*-&1%3,%#*55(-&01%
proposing a desalination plant
&"%23&'+5/2/0%;5/#$3,'%)*+,"-%
River water. And in Orange
G"*-&19%40/-,%7"5%/%5(<3"-/0%
water system distributing either
surface water or groundwa
&(5%'/6(%2/R(+%/-+%2/-(+%
7"5%,(6(5/0%+(#/+(,?%L4536(59%
there are constant discussions
of additional freshwater river
withdrawals, including plans
7"5%,3<-38#/-&%3-+*,&53/0%*,(%3-%
the Saratoga area.
c"5$%,4"-,"5(+%;1%O(2%P"5$%
G3&1=,%2/&(5%,*4401%45"<5/:%
suggests that if 300 million
gallons per day were drawn to
O(2%P"5$%G3&1%75":%/%75(,'
2/&(5%)*+,"-%K36(5%3-&/$(%3-%
C*&#'(,,%G"*-&19%&'(%,/0&%75"-&%
would move up one mile (De
.53(,%l%c(3,,9%STTZY?%D-1%
proposed new agricultural or
comparable consumptive water
uses which similarly either
transfer water to the atmo
sphere (transpiration from ir
rigation or cooling tower uses)
or fully remove water from the
watershed (e.g. a beverage in
+*,&51%/,%"-(%(R/:40(Y%2"*0+%
also result in direct losses to
)*+,"-%K36(5%!"2?%@'(%(77(#&,%
of these types of oneway water
23&'+5/2/0,%75":%&'(%)*+,"-%
K36(5%(#",1,&(:%/5(%*-$-"2-?%
But the coupling of multiple
new sets of water supply and
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“Water use which squanders or over-consumes may dewater local
steam segments or wetlands or threaten other existing waterdependent activities if more is taken than replenished.”
wastewater plant returns along
&'(%75(,'2/&(5%)*+,"-%2"*0+%
;(%(R4(#&(+%&"%3:4",(%7/5%0"2(5%
impacts since withdrawals
would be balanced by nearby
returns. That said, with any sig
-38#/-&%&/$3-<,%75":%&'(%536(5%
improved technologies may be
needed to minimize local im
4/#&,%V434(%3-&/$(,Y%"5%"*&7/00,%
(thermal, nutrient or chemical
residue discharges).
b-(%#"*0+%/5<*(%&'/&%&/$3-<%
2/&(5%75":%&'(%)*+,"-%K36(5%
would alleviate pressure on trib
utary freshwater ecosystems in
&'(%2/&(5,'(+?%J*&%&'(%)*+,"-%
is a coastal estuary supporting
a rich and productive ecosys
&(:?%J(7"5(%&3-$(53-<%23&'%&'3,%
ecosystem, whether withdraw
ing freshwater from north of
&'(%,/0&%75"-&9%"5%;5/#$3,'%2/&(5%
from the southern portions of
&'(%(,&*/519%2(%:*,&%&/$(%<5(/&%
care to understand sustainability
equations in estuarine settings
so that the delicate coastal bal
ance is not negatively affected.
In sum, however reluctant
many are to even discuss the
matter, it is inescapably true
that the region must begin now
to consider the cumulative
impacts and potential sustain
able limits of water withdrawals
75":%&'(%)*+,"-9%"5%7/#(%&'(%
consequence of having failed to
do so in what may be far more
+378#*0&%#35#*:,&/-#(,?%
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The Opportunity
and the Challenge
c(%$-"2%(-"*<'%&"%;(%"4&3
mistic about available water
#/4/#3&1%3-%&'(%)*+,"-%./00(1[%
we have ample average annual
rainfall, we have freshwater
gathered by a very large water
shed and we have indications
of yet higher precipitation
0(6(0,%3-%&'(%7*&*5(?%G":4/5(+%
to almost any other part of the
world, we are waterrich and in
an enviable position.
G*55(-&%2/&(5%*,(,%+"%-"&%/4
4(/5%&"%#":(%#0",(%&"%(R#((+
ing the water carrying capac
3&1%"7%&'(%)*+,"-%./00(1?%b*5%
overall aquifer water levels are
-"&%7/003-<%/-+%/5(%3-%7/#&%!*,'%
23&'%<5"*-+2/&(5%VG'/H(-9%
STZTY?%I"5("6(59%"*5%2/&(5%3,%
renewing and ultimately renew
/;0(9%*-03$(%4(&5"0(*:%5(,(56(,%
"5%:3+M2(,&%/>*37(5,%800(+%453
marily during the last ice age.
All this bodes well for commu
nity life and waterdependent
business in our region.
J*&%(R/:40(,%"7%0"#/0%"6(5M*,(%
+"%(R3,&9%&(/#'3-<%*,%/0,"%&'/&%
misuses will occur without
planning. Water use which
squanders or overconsumes
may dewater local steam
segments or wetlands or
&'5(/&(-%"&'(5%(R3,&3-<%2/&(5M
dependent activities if more is
&/$(-%&'/-%5(40(-3,'(+?%d5(,'
2/&(5%&'/&%3,%(R&5/#&(+%/-+%&'(-%
discharged far downstream is
as potentially damaging as an

interwatershed transfer, pote
ntially causing ecological harm
and result in losses of fresh
water that might otherwise be
available for other economic,
human or ecosystem purposes.
Our water quality issues today
are often the cumulative result
on watersheds of local land use
decisions. A single communi
ty’s storm water treatment prac
tices or wastewater discharges
may not have much discrete
impact, but together – on a
watershed scale – communities’
decisions build upon each other
to present regionalscale water
>*/03&1%#'/00(-<(,?%c(00%$-"2-%
metaphors – “tragedy of the
commons” and “death by 1,000
cuts” – come to mind.
I(/,*5(+%/445"/#'(,%/5(%2/5
ranted. To best consider our
water resource opportunities
/-+%5(,4"-,3;303&3(,9%)*+,"-%
./00(1%#"::*-3&3(,%:*,&[%3+(-
tify and protect aquifer source
areas, including forests and
wetlands that conserve their
quality and quantity; invest in
or promote new water collec
tion and distribution systems;
manage and monitor yield
capacity and quality; stimulate
withdrawal offsets in the form
of treated wastewater returns or
aquifer recharge enhancements;
and support regional ecological
analysis of water uses on the
river ecosystem. New water
infrastructure investments are
03$(01%&"%/&&5/#&%(#"-":3#%63&/0

ity, which may be used to fund
equivalent conservation efforts.
And, of course, we need to be
5(/+1%2'(-%"&'(5,%,(($%*,%"*&%
to tap our “Saudi Arabia of
water” resources. We need to
;(%#"-8+(-&%3-%/+6/-#(%&'/&%2(%
understand the “safe use” con
sumption levels of water from
;"&'%&'(%)*+,"-%K36(5%/-+%3&,%
tributaries, and have appropri
ate allocation, protective and
“waterready” site measures in
place.
c3&'%,":(%,:/5&%&'3-$3-<%
and collaborative action now,
&'(%)*+,"-%K36(5%./00(1%#/-%
#"-&3-*(%&"%&'536(?%c(%#/-%8-+%
a sustainable balance between
the development and use of
surface and groundwater for an
3-+(8-3&(%&3:(9%23&'"*&%#/*,3-<%
unacceptable environmental,
economic or social damage.
With 40 inches of yearly rain,
a grand freshwater river and
03$(01%:"5(%5/3-%#":3-<9%3&%3,%
3-(R#*,/;0(%37%2(%+"%-"&?%
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